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Welcome to 2022 and our Q4 2021 year-end office
market report. The words of the year: vaccine, booster,
PCR, extreme weather, heat dome, atmospheric river,
massive flooding, record low temperature, election
and Omicron. While you thought 2020 was a year
to forget, who knew what 2021 would bring? 2021
saw us complete our second full calendar year of the
pandemic. At the same time, Omicron spread quickly,
causing another shut down in December.
One COVID variant would have been plenty; so far we
received, Alpha in December of 2019, Beta in January
2020, Gamma in February of 2020, Delta in April of
2021, and Omicron in November of 2021. The first
three variants you hopefully had a degree of separation
from, maybe you knew someone who knew someone,
who had it. Now with the Omicron variant, you or
someone you know was in direct contact with someone
who has been infected. We started the year reminding
you to hang in there with new vaccines released; then,
mid-year, we had the second dose of the vaccine, and
we argued about the quality and risks of the different
vaccines. Now we start 2022 looking at booster
shots. Moderna, Pfizer, and AstraZeneca are words
you hear every day in casual conversation. To mask or
not to mask has become a question of mask quality,
N95 masks quickly becoming a norm, now there are
N99 masks or the option of a two-mask system that
is becoming fashionable. A restart plan introduced
late summer initially had us target September 7th to
move into Step 4 of that plan, only to see us rolled
back to Step 2 at the end of the year. Amid a year
of chaos, our Prime Minister called an election that
left our political landscape unchanged and leaving us
wondering why an early election call? As if all that was
not enough, in 2021, we got treated to various extreme
weather events over the last half of the year. June
saw us experience a heat dome, with Lytton recording
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the highest temperature ever in Canada on June 30th at
49.6 oC, only to suffer a catastrophic fire the day following.
Fast forward to December 27th, Lytton then records a
record low of -25.4o C, with Vancouver recording the
coldest temperature it has seen in half a century at -15.3oC.
Let's not forget the summer, where BC recorded the third
most active fire season in our history, with some 1,600 fires
burning an estimated 8,700 square kilometers of land. The
fire season ended in October, and November brought us
the atmospheric rivers. Chilliwack recorded 615.6 mm of
rain, 257% above normal, and we experienced the wettest
month on record. The rain resulted in catastrophic flooding
of the Sumas Prairie and closed all highway routes to the
Lower Mainland. The Coquihalla Highway was closed on
November 14th with multiple washouts; at the same time
Highway 99 and Highway 3 were closed with floods and
slides. The fact that the BC Government could mobilize
and have the Coquihalla reopened by December 20th was
a huge accomplishment. They showed what is possible
when it matters, and there was no time or tolerance for
interference by special interest groups. All said, 2021 was
one hell of a ride.
As to the office market, we begin the year surprised by
the lack of defaults for office leases, which held true for
2021. We were also hopeful for a solid return to the office
that did not materialize; there was a push by some firms
to have their staff back for July 1st. Then when July came,
the new target date for many firms became September 1st.
As infection rates increased worldwide with discussions
of the possible arrival of a new variant, few returned to
work in September, and there was discussion of waiting
until 2022. With Omicron spreading quickly in December,
back-to-work plans have shifted once again. Despite these
turbulent times, the commercial real estate market remains
active, and we are pleased to report the Q4 results.
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136

116

-14.7%

638,300
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163,735

Statistics provided by Altus Insite
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Vacancy Rates
DOWNTOWN

SUBURBAN

PERIPHERY

Quarterly:  10.9%
Q3 2021: 9.2% | Q4 2021: 10.2%

Quarterly:  6.5%
Q3 2021: 9.2% | Q4 2021: 8.6%

Quarterly:  6.8%
Q3 2021: 10.3% | Q4 2021: 9.6%

Yearly:  17.2%
Q4 2020: 8.7% | Q4 2021: 10.2%

Yearly:  10.4%
Q4 2020: 9.6% | Q4 2021: 8.6%

Yearly:  9.1%
Q4 2020: 8.8% | Q4 2021: 9.6%

Average Size of
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Average Size of
Space Leased (SF)

Downtown

5,503

3,175

Suburban

6,036

4,286

Periphery

3,393

3,635
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A

7.8%

9.8%

15,967,123

16,202,269

B

9.9%

9.7%

6,900,932

6,760,410

C

14.6%

13.0%

3,414,798

3,414,798

Office
Class

After its first reduction in vacancy last quarter, the Downtown
market vacancy rate moved back up to 10.2% from 9.2%. The
"A" class market saw the inventory increase from 15,967,123
SF last quarter to 16,202,269 SF, a rise of 235,146 SF. The
total inventory for all classes was 26,377,477 SF an increase
of 94,624 SF The vacancy rate for "A" class moved from 7.8%
last quarter to 9.8% this quarter, with the "B" class vacancy
rate dropping to 9.7% from 9.9%, and the “C” class vacancy
decreased from 14.6% to 13.0%. Inventory saw an addition of
116 spaces totalling 638,300 SF and 96 spaces leased totalling
304,779 SF while 33 spaces were removed totalling 164,113 SF
resulting in negative absorption of 169,408 SF, which we believe
is overstated due to the increase in inventory for the quarter.
The average size of space added to the market was 5,503 SF,
and the average size of space leased was 3,175 SF. At the end
of the year, subleases were somewhat stable, accounting for
24.8% of the availability and representing 667,247 SF of available
space versus 580,325 SF last quarter. Looking back over the
year, Q4 of 2020, the sublease market made up 38.6% of the
inventory and represented 884,742 SF of opportunities; And
the office vacancy rate went from 8.7% at the end of 2020 to
10.2% at the end of 2021.

Vancouver
Periphery
14,422

Total Absorption for Q4 2021: -233,660 SF
Note: we believe negative absorption for the quarter is
overstated due to the increase in inventory size.

Downtown
Significant Transactions
` Tipalti leased 27,000 SF at 505 Burrard Street,
where Brex also subleased 8,400 SF
` Masimo subleased 16,300 SF at 666 Burrard St
` Elmwood Academy leased 30,000 SF at 101
Smithe Street
` Owen Bird Law committed to 21,000 SF at 733
Seymour Street
` Harrison Health leased 14,500 SF at 1280 Burrard
Street
` North Eastern University leased 10,000 SF at 400
West Georgia Street
` Chard Development leased 15,000 SF at 510
Burrard St
` Premier Insurance leased 9,000 SF at 601 West
Hastings Street
` DoorDash leased 6,700 SF at 1242 Robson Street
` Kaseya expanded by 10,000 SF at 128 West
Pender Street
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SUBURBAN
Snapshot
The Suburban market witnessed another drop in vacancy, with
the vacancy rate falling from 9.2% last quarter to 8.6% at the end
of the year. The market added 65 spaces totalling 392,342 SF
with 58 spaces leased totalling 248,584 SF and 23 spaces
removed totalling 65,084 SF resulting in a negative absorption
for the quarter of -78,674 SF. The average size of space added
to the market in the quarter was 6,036 SF and 4,286 SF for
space leased. The percentage of available space offered for
sublease fell from 18.0% to 16.6% in the quarter, with only
355,619 SF showing as available for sublease. In the Suburban
market, the "A" class space has a vacancy rate of 9.5%, with
"B" class at 7.4%, and the “C” class showing 5.6%. As to the
markets, Surrey has the highest vacancy rate of 11.8%, while
the Tri-Cities show vacancy of only 3.7% but an inventory of only
534,052 SF. New Westminster has a vacancy rate of 4.3% on
1,439,943 SF of inventory.
Office
Class

# of
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Size (SF)

Total
Availability Rate

All Classes

385

24,910,263

8.5%

A

184

15,709,825

9.5%

B

148

7,247,738

7.4%

C

53

1,952,700

5.6%
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Burnaby

124

10,211,233

8.0%

Langley

28

1,337,262

5.9%

New
Westminster

23

1,439,942

4.3%

North Shore

46

2,178,461

7.1%

Richmond

82

4,662,475

9.4%

Surrey

69

4,445,570

11.8%

Tri-Cities

10

534,052

3.7%

Area

Statistics provided by Altus Insite
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AVERAGE SIZE

6,036 sf 4,286 sf
Average Size of
Space Added

Average Size of
Space Leased

Suburban
Significant Transactions
` Rothewood Academy leased 15,400 SF at
13575 Commerce Parkway
` Kiewit Corporation leased 11,500 SF at
6450 Roberts Street
` Great Pacific Media leased 10,500 SF at
1901 Rosser Avenue
` Crossroads Property Management leased
9,500 SF at 7455 132nd Street in Surrey
` General Fusion leased 17,000 SF at 3600
Lysander Lane
` Casa Health leased 7,089 SF at 5477
152nd Street

VANCOUVER PERIPHERY
Snapshot
Similar to the Suburban market, the Periphery market’s
vacancy rate dropped from 10.3% to 9.6% in the quarter.
There were 44 spaces added to the market totalling
149,313 SF and 34 spaces leased totalling 123,587 SF,
and 33 spaces were removed totalling 40,148 SF, resulting
in a negligible positive absorption of 14,442 SF. The
average size of space added to the market was 3,393 SF,
and the average size of space leased was 3,635 SF. The
sublease market remained stable at 35% of all available
space representing 340,745 SF available.
# of
Buildings

Inventory
Size (SF)

Total
Availability
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180

10,141,219

9.6%

A

79

5,970,038

8.1%

B

60

2,622,271

9.7%

C

41

1,548,910

15.2%

Office
Class
All Classes

Vancouver Periphery
Significant Transactions
` Trulioo leased 41,000 SF at 114 East 4th
Avenue
` Sanctuary Al leased 25,000 SF at 425 West 6th
Avenue
` Bardel Entertainment leased 20,500 SF at 425
West 6th Avenue

Statistics provided by Altus Insite

The following is an interesting article on restoration
clauses in commercial leases, “Restoration
Clauses: One last kick in the teeth” by Roy Gibbs,
who was a litigation lawyer before entering the
commercial real estate industry.
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RESTORATION CLAUSES:
ONE LAST KICK IN THE TEETH
When a commercial lease ends, many tenants
see an opportunity to relocate to better premises - larger, cheaper, fancier, more conveniently
located, etc. Often, the tenant expects that they
will return the premises to the Landlord empty,
clean, and in good condition, normal wear and
tear excepted.
Unfortunately, many tenants are faced with the
costly reality that their lease contains a more
onerous “Restoration Clause.” The specific language of each lease may differ (and those differences can be significant), but essentially a
Restoration Clause gives a landlord the right to
compel a tenant to restore the premises to an
earlier condition at the end of the lease term at
the tenant’s sole cost. In some instances, that
will require removing redundant equipment (for
example, data cabling) or specialized equipment
that is not useful for future tenants (for example,
raised floors or vaults). However, sometimes the
tenant will be required to go further and remove
all of the improvements the tenant installed in the
premises. Worse still, the language of the Restoration Clause could compel the tenant to remove
all improvements, even those that were in place
before they took occupancy of the premises, and
strip the space back to a shell condition. These
Restoration costs could get very expensive and
come at a time when the tenant is likely facing
other expenses associated with their relocation,
such as moving expenses, new furniture, improvements to the new premises, etc. Being forced to
restore a space they are moving out of provides
no benefit to the tenant, only a headache.
It has traditionally been the case that landlords
would only require the restoration of redundant or
obsolete improvements, but anything that could
be useful to future tenants would remain – i.e.
walls, doors, lights, kitchenettes, as an already
improved space is helpful in attracting the next
tenant.
However, we have recently seen more landlords
enforcing the Restoration Clause, in some cases
to make it more cost-prohibitive for a tenant to
relocate and in other cases to minimize their own

expenses in retrofitting a space. In one instance,
we also saw lease language that would allow
the Landlord to charge the cost of the restoration work, even if they never performed the
work. During these uncertain times of restrictions,
work-from-home mandates, etc., the threat of an
unforeseen and unquantified expensive restoration can induce a tenant to forego a relocation
and instead renew their lease at their current location. The Landlord then benefits by avoiding any
vacancy and secures the tenant for another lease
term. Unfortunately, while avoiding the restoration
expenses in the short term, the tenant is unable
to take advantage of a relocation that might have
benefited their business, and the Restoration
Clause often remains in the lease if the tenant
fails to negotiate their extension correctly.
Ideally, a tenant’s Realtor will negotiate the Restoration Clause during the initial lease negotiations.
It is at that time, when the Landlord is first trying
to secure the tenant that the tenant has the most
leverage and can either limit the scope of the
Restoration Clause or have it removed from the
lease entirely. If missed in the initial negotiations,
a tenant should use every attempt to alter this
clause in any agreement to extend their lease.
However, if a tenant has already signed their
lease, they ought to review it to confirm a Restoration Clause exists and its scope. The language
of your lease is what governs the relationship with
your Landlord, and much can turn on a word or
phrase. There is a difference, or at least ambiguity, between the phrases “the improvements”,
“their improvements,” or “all improvements”. Are
improvements installed by a previous tenant the
responsibility of the current tenant? Are improvements installed by the Landlord the responsibility
of the current tenant? The scope of the Restoration may not be as severe as first thought.
Ambiguity in a contract (such as a lease) can be
decided against the party who wrote the contract, i.e. the Landlord (a doctrine called contra
proferentem – which your lawyer can explain),
potentially relieving the tenant of the Restoration
responsibility.

Restoration Clauses: One last
kick in the teeth (continued)

There is also the possibility of negotiating the Restoration cost. Perhaps the Landlord will accept a
lump sum less than the cost of total restoration. Perhaps they will accept the removal of only those
improvements the subsequent tenant does not need (which hopefully won’t be everything).
As with many potential costs, it is best to eliminate them at the outset. But if that hasn’t been done,
ignorance is not bliss, and a tenant ought to determine their potential liability so they can make informed
decisions as to how they will proceed.

In Summary:
` Restoration Clauses can cause unforeseen and, in some cases, extraordinary costs for tenants as
they vacate a space;
` It is best to have your Realtor negotiate the removal, or scope, of a Restoration clause during
initial negotiations; before the lease is signed and when you have the most leverage;
` If your lease does have a Restoration Clause, your Realtor should contact your Landlord to
confirm whether they intend to enforce that clause and, if so, to what extent;
` Your lawyer should review the specific language of your lease to advise you on the scope of your
responsibility and potential legal arguments in your favour;
` All tenants should be alive to this issue, and others, that create potential costs and liability so they
can make informed decisions at the end of their lease when they likely have other costs looming.
Please do not hesitate to contact the author for a complimentary review of your lease or for any other
tenancy-related topics.

ROY GIBBS, llb

Personal Real Estate Corporation
Commercial Leasing and Sales
604 691 6686
rgibbs@naicommercial.ca

NAI Commercial Office Team
NAI Commercial continues to expand our leasing team and look forward to announcing some additional
members to our team shortly. We are always interested in speaking with experienced, like-minded professionals.
We are also excited about our Langley office and the potential for growth it offers. If you work in the Surrey,
Langley, Abbotsford or Fraser Valley, or know of someone who may be interested in joining our team working
from the Langley office in conjunction with Downtown, we look forward to connecting with them.
Vancouver Office:
Rob DesBrisay
Managing Partner
604 691 6602
rob@naicommercial.ca

 Brian Mackenzie
 Chris Oteman
 Cole Maedel
 Conor Finucane
 Irene Yung
 Jesse Godin
 John Freyvogel
 Roy Gibbs
 Ruby Wang
 Taylor Durham

Langley Office:

 Angie MacDonald
 Calvin Owen Jones
 Gary Niesner
 Ken Kiers
 Ted Weibelzahl
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